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An Introduction
Michael Gove’s policy on Education reform and the design of school buildings.

In his address to the commons in 2011, Education Secretary Michael Gove
set out his vision for reform of the maintained school sector. Having criticised the previous Labour Governments Buildings Schools for the Future
programme - citing the inability to “procure new buildings as cheaply as
possible”.1 Gove commissioned a report on the schools’ estate authored by
Sebastian James, director of operations for the Dixons Group. A criticism
seized upon by Gove was that “each school was separately designed, costing
unnecessary millions in consultancy fees and often resulting in buildings that were not fit for purpose”.2 The Dixons group, a pan-european
mass-market consumer electronics retailer, has a large estate of predominantly pre-fabricated stores and distribution centers based in suburban
business parks.

Although Gove made reference to the need for “more effective procurement”3, the tenet of his response to the James review manifested as a desire
to increase standardisation of school design, citing that “greater standardisation will reduce costs, improve quality, and limit the opportunity for error”4. This marks a significant point in the role of politicians in the design
process. In specifying ‘standardisation’ of school design, the Education
Secretary has begun to legislate contextual a-specificity, in the pursuit the
aesthetics of ‘affordability’.
6

During the debate on the issue of school procurement, there were calls to
congratulate local authorities whom had already commissioned these types
of schools. Justin Tomlinson, Conservative MP for North Swindon asked
“will the Minister join me in congratulating Swindon borough council on
seeking to design and build a generic modular school at half the cost of a
bespoke new design?”5 There is a notable lack of plaudits for the proposed
schools’ design merits other than it’s affordability, genericism, and modularity; aspects which pay little heed to elements that are likely to make these
buildings more or less successful as place in which to teach and learn.

A study by the School of the Built Environment at the University of Salford
in which “751 pupils using 34 classrooms across seven primary schools in
Blackpool were studied over the 2011-2012 academic year”6. In the study,
each classroom was rated for quality on a number of design attributes: “The
multi-level model developed explained 51% of the variability in the learning improvements of the pupils, over the course of a year. However, within
this a high level of explanation (73%) was identified at the “class” level,
linked entirely to six built environment design parameters, namely: colour,
choice, connection, complexity, flexibility and light.”7
The study conducted in Blackpool clearly demonstrates that “the design of
classrooms has a significant role to play in influencing academic performance”8. The government has now produced a set of standard designs for
the new school building programme, that go much further than originally
planned in the legislating of design praxis; inlcuding “a ban on curved
7

walls, certain kinds of insulated walls, ETFE roofs... [and] one size for windows and doors”9. In light of this comprehensive, but unheeded academic
study, I will argue that government policy on the design of schools is not
a desire for cost-effectiveness - It is instead a triumvirate of anti-architect
propaganda, that portrays a chronic misunderstanding of the profession
and the role of design in the production of useful buildings, of an unfortunate quest for the ‘aesthetics of affordability’ over true cost-effectiveness,
and most destructively an intensified repeat of historic conservative policy
on school building as a mechanism for socio-economic stasis.
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The Radical Tradition
A brief history of public sector school design.

The second half of the nineteenth century saw a period in which the widely
differing methods in which children were educated were slowly brought
together into the forbear of what would become the comprehensive ideal.
The pre-existing, ad-hoc, systems of schooling the working classes, many
provided by religious organisations or benevolent societies sought to provide a basic ability to write. Many of these schools notably failing to teach
reading - an indicator of a society still very much aware of the ‘dangers’ of
an educated proletariat, and their revolutionary potential. As the sociopolitical importance of the ‘nation state’ spread, so too did the idea that
society should bear the financial and moral burden of mass education1.
It was during this period that many of the large urban schools were de-
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Figure 1: Illustration of Harrow School

signed and constructed in Europe.2 It is these ‘red brick’ schools that have
become part of our collective nostalgia of the architectural manifestation of
a ‘good’ school, despite their many failings - both by creating the conditions for a solely instructive pedagogy, and stagnating social mobility.

Social Engineering and the betterment of “the race”.

After the great population losses of the First World War, the perceived
vulnerability of nation states to loss in further conflict, and a growing
debate about National Efficiency, ‘from the pragmatic realisation that it was
in the states economic interest to have a healthy workforce3; there was an
increasing understanding of the necessity to increase the health, education
and housing of the population. An undercurrent of Idealist philosophy
also pervaded the otherwise efficiency centred debate, where; as the notion
citizenship of the Nation State became cemented, the ‘perfection and moral
condition of the state’4 was seen as dependent on the cumulative citizenry
of it’s population.

“In the last resort, all progress, all empire, all efficiency, depends upon the
kind of race we breed. If we are breeding the people badly neither the most
perfect constitution nor the most skillfull diplomacy will save us from shipwreck”.11

A sinister branch of thought concerning the betterment of ‘the race’ was
11

that of Positive Eugenics. The policy of the eugenics movement proponed
the improvement of the citizenry through controlled reproduction of
those considered to have undesirable traits, in this instance the ‘dysgenic’
working class, whilst encouraging the middle classes to breed.9 10 It could
be argued however that Positive Eugenic philosophy set the precedent for
the state to engineer mechanisms to ‘improve’ the condition of the working class. It was particularly through an emphasis on renewal of housing,
and therefore familial domesticity, that was thought to be key to creating a
healthy working class.11

Figure 2: Sassoon House, Peckham.
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Where the improvement of the citizenry was pursued through improvements in the provision of health, education and housing for the working
classes it was proponed principally through the propaganda produced by
charitable organisations, such as the Saint Pancras House Improvement
Society (SPHIS) and the Kensington Housing Trust (KHT), who’s purpose
was to ‘shame, embarrass and persuade donors, policy makers and politicians to action’.5

Sassoon House in Peckham, was a project indicative of this new concern
for the living conditions of the working class. Designed by Architect Maxwell Fry, the complex demonstrates the progressive thinking of the time;
“In each flat, as existenz-minimum principles dictated, circulation space
was reduced, the largest space was given to the living room... Nevertheless
at 8 by 6 feet, the kitchen was substantially larger and better equipped with
sink, gas cooker and gas copper, than anything tenants would have been
used to most would formerly have been lucky to have a separate space
in which to cook”.6 But although this, and many other similar projects
produced, for the first time, self-contained, clean, habitable, and affordable
living spaces for the working classes, there is clear indication of the philosophical perception of these projects’ inhabitants as uniform mass that
required training by those of a higher social rank in how to behave, and
even decorate their new homes.
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Figure 3: Kensal House

At Kensal House, a similar housing project, also by Maxwell Fry, in
Westbourne Park, an exemplar flat was pre-furnished and visited by the
new tenants as an induction to the estate7. “At this, tea parties were held,
guided tours conducted, and families given access to their new homes so
that they could measure up for any new furniture and fittings they might
need to buy”.8 Although there is an obvious benefit to the provision of such
housing - when compared to the slum conditions faced by many living
in metropolitan centres at this time - it is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that these charitable organisations were utilising these projects as social
engineering devices with which the working class could be realigned to
the notion of gender specific familial roles, and economically functional
citizens under prevailing political doxa of the ruling classes.
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Kensal House did, however, set a particularly innovative precedent with
Fry’s inclusion of a nursery school in the scheme. According to the
burgeoning social democratic ideas of it’s creator, this was no ordinary
nursery; and both in design and programmics the scheme adhered to the
principles one of the most progressive of the epochal pedagogic ideas, the
McMillan method.12 The central tenets of this included provision of as large
areas of open space, creating as much opportunity for play as possible.13
Although progressive, the McMillan method sort to foster an environment which children could develop as individuals; individuals who would
conform to the requirements of their class and status in society. This was
engendered through both the architectural design and the ontology of its
inhabitation, through the generation of a sense of citizenship within and
without the scheme14, and the attention paid to the cultivation of good
manners and practices in day to day life15. These were developed through
a collective sense of ownership; as “each child took turns to serve their
fellows at lunchtime and each had a personal cupboard and coat hook to
encourage a sense of ownership and care”16. It was thought, for this form of
social housing to be successful, a sense of shared ownership and responsibility was key17, and that this ontological engineering should begin at a
pre-school age.

Schemes such as Kensal House went on from their modernist-voluntarist
geneses to inform the wider lexicon of school design in the state sector
under the emerging unity of architectural modernism and socially demo15

cratic politics. National and local government organisations began to set
minimum standards for amount of space required per pupil18 and an increasing awareness of the intrinsic value of outdoor space developed. “The
playground is the most important adjunct to a school, and, whether for
fresh air, exercise, amusement, recreation or discipline, is quite as necessary
in the production of satisfactory education results as a classroom... A good
teacher will often be found to regard it as but another place for another
kind of instruction”.19
The educationalist and social reformer Margaret McMillan had developed
a now widely used set of instructions and principles that sought to bulldoze the notion of the archaic Victorian schoolhouse, creating instead a
“garden city of children, where the monstrous heavy walls, the terrible
gates, the sunless and huge classrooms... the awful and grim corridors
would be swept away and children freed from the darkness of the prison
house”.20 There was now a sense that society was truly entering modernity,
the citizenry could be given access to the facilities that would make them
healthier, better educated, and more productive, and regardless of cost21
that the creation of public buildings could facilitate and symbolise this new
hope for the future.

Reconstruction and the Comprehensive Ideal

In the third major development of state sponsored education in Britain
since the Victorian period; a political landscape that sought to secure an
16

egalitarian future for the children of a society decreasingly bound by a hegemonic class structure, and with great demands to reconstruct the nation
after the devastation brought about by the Second World War, the Comprehensive Ideal took hold as the predominant pedagogic zeitgeist.

The new Comprehensive Schools were at their core, ‘common schools’
that were open to, and intended for all students, within a given society22
or order to disseminate and reinforce the tenets of that society, under the
guiding principle that all children, and the education they receive was to be
held of equal value23.

The radical nature of comprehensive education proposed that, for the first
time, all children were seen as equally capable and equally deserving at
birth, and that, through education, they may be able “irrespective of social
class, economic circumstance, ethnic origin, intellectual power, and geographic location - be emancipated”24. Aware of the revolutionary nature of
the Comprehensive Ideal in it’s infancy, an idea born of fraternal citizenship rather than coloured political ideologue; the Permanent Secretary of
the Central Advisory Council for Education, Redcliffe Maude, declared
that the main duty of the members of the council was ‘to be prepared to die
at the first ditch as soon as politicians try to get their hands on education’25.

The union of social democracy, comprehensive education, and architectural Modernism, although forging the spatial tools for schools developed
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later in the twentieth century, orientated to the outside but also open internally26 failed to produce a large number of schools of great value. Herman
Hertzberger argues that Modernist “architects, however progressive, were
simply not concerned with renewal in teaching and learning”27. Schools
such as Impingdon, a collaborative effort by Maxwell Fry and Walter Gropius, served as exemplary models that were not successfully emulated by
other designers. Serving instead only to project an image of the Modernist
architect as the producer of one-off school buildings designed more for
their monumentality and celebration of the aesthetics of the ‘new Britain’,
than schemes that could truly embody the Comprehensive Ideal. This
aetheticisation of progress connoted by architectural modernism was mirrored also in other public sector works, particularly, as the National Health
Service was established, in the design of hospitals and health-centres. An
exemplar indicator of such a scheme was Finsbury health centre by Lubet-

Figure 4: Poster: Your Britain, fight for it now.
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Figure 5: Finsbury Health Centre

kin, where the scheme was well known to have been designed both not to
intimidate users, but also with a mind to using the building to convey the
message of public hygiene.28

The era of post Second World War reconstruction also saw architects turning towards new systems of prefabrication; both as part of the Modernist
mantra, and also in an attempt to save on construction costs. The new
school building programme in Hertfordshire during this period required
the design and construction of 175 schools over a period of 15 years29.
Commissioned by the enlightened educationalist John Newsom, the design
of these new schools involved close collaboration between architect and educator30 in order to determine pedagogically innovative buildings with the
small budget available. A collective developed involving young Modernist
19

Figure 6: Cheshunt School, Hertfordshire.

architects such as Elizabeth Crowley, David Medd, and Bruce Martin who
developed a system of prefabricated school buildings in a further collaborative effort involving builders and steel companies31. Rather then producing
standardised units, with the cost of fabrication as the precept, this group
of young designers sort unconventional and radical design methodologies
including seeking the best teachers, talking to them about their needs and
watching how children used school spaces in and out of the classroom32.
The resulting school buildings where the first major prefabricated unit
construction in Britain, but were also widely regarded as being successful
pedagogic environments. It was at the end of this period that the American architect G.E. Kidder Smith noted that “the English achievement in
building schools is recognised everywhere”33. But despite the innovative
20

intentions imagined, the Hertfordshire schools became, as many canonical
Modernist architectures, the inspiration for poorly designed formal replicas that would blight generations of working class people.

The HORSA hut (Hutting Operation for Raising the School Leaving Age),
although never intended to be a permanent solution, an expedient intended to meet a short temporary policy within a given time34, provided school
children with pre-cast concrete and asbestos cement sheds in which they
would spend many of their formative years. The reality of the environment provided by the huts was rarely conducive to learning; pedagogically
restrictive, providing only for instructive learning, the huts suffered from
extreme seasonal fluctuations in interior climate due to their low quality
construction and low thermal mass - and although conceived in 1946, were
often still in use in schools into the new millennium.

Radical Pedagogy

Figure 7: HORSA Hut.

The mid to late twentieth century was an era in which little school architecture possessed radical merit, existing building stock was consolidated
21

Figure 8: Apollo Schools

or extended, and new schools often closely followed the forms and styles
of their Modernist predecessors. But it was during this period that radical
ideas about teaching techniques began to emerge. The basic instructional
pedagogic methodology and it’s space unit, the classroom, were slowly
opened up35. Architectural Modernism and it’s free plans made this shift
possible, without having been purposely designed with this in mind. Although not new, Montessori schools became increasingly popular on the
continent, particularly in the Netherlands, and some the methods’ ideas
were gradually incorporated into mainstream state education in Britain.
Many state schools moved away from the purely instructional teaching
of literacy and numeracy, and towards a democratic pedagogy that also
incorporated learning through the resolution of practical, moral and social
problems through joint activities and collective decision-making36. This
continued the radical tradition of state education, as both a key aspect of
radical social change37 but also for maintenance and reflection on the democratic ideals of society38.
22

Education, Education, Education.

After decades of under-investment in schools and colleges by consecutive
Conservative governments, the Labour party fought the 1997 general election with a core promise to invest heavily in the building of new schools for
the twenty first century. After a landslide victory, the Blair Government’s
investment programme, ‘Building Schools for the Future’, established a new
framework for the construction of secondary schools in England, involving
part funding from private sector investors. The BSF programme produced
the most extensive school building plan in British history, and saw the
construction of one of the most expensive schools ever to have been built
in Britain, the Thomas Deacon Academy in Cambridgeshire, costing £50
million39. Although a welcome investment in a sector in chronic need of
revitalisation, BSF was criticised for its slow progress; as in the first four
years only 42 of the total 200 schools intended were completed, and for

Figure 9: Thomas Deacon Academy Interior.
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budget underestimation of about £1 billion per year40. The programme
also established market mechanisms in the provision of school facilities,
with roughly half of all funding coming from the private sector, which took
control of BSF secondary schools away from local education authorities.
Fielding argues that this agenda for schooling, “which is largely predicated on a weakly articulated proceduralist position in whose most recent
neo-liberal manifestation the umbilical cord of democracy is so distended that the life-blood of political and communal engagement becomes
increasingly thin”41. But in many ways, although BSF’s greatest failure was
the government’s decision to allow private sector companies profit from the
construction and management of the new schools, this took place within
the context of a seemingly infallible late capitalist economy and under a
right-wing, media-fueled, political dogma that demanded further shrinking of the state for success at the ballet box. BSF still provided many children with some exceptional architectures within which to learn and play,
but more importantly, demonstrated a political will to promote communal
and egalitarian values - that regardless of economic background, children
could expect to go to school in buildings fit for purpose.

24
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Pedagogy and Praxis
Relationships between buildings and learning.
Towards a new radical pedagogy

In the second decade of the new millennium there is a renewed need for a
radical pedagogy that is representative of what we now understand about
the ways in which children and adults learn, and how architecture can be
programmatically rather than symbolically representative of this.

In England, the programme of education under the prime-ministership of
Tony Blair was bound in target setting; both in terms of academic outcomes, and building construction timescales.
Regarding pedagogy, Fielding is his essay ‘On the Necessity of Radical State
Education: Democracy and the Common School’ described this regime of
target setting “in which myopic insistence on the measurable at the expense
of the meaningful [has] severed the connection between purpose and process”.1 It is in this way that the latter part of the twentieth century and early
part of the twenty first brought academia into unfortunate copulation with
market mechanisms, through PFI, but also on a predisposition to favour
‘traditionally academic’ disciplines and to appropriate ideas of financial
gain for those who could demonstrate measurable success in their study.

Whilst at school I was encouraged by both teaching staff and careers
advisors that; given my notional ability to produce ‘successful’ examination
28

results in study of the ‘core’ subjects, my most viable career options would
be Law or Medicine. The precept presumably being that the study of these
traditional vocational subjects would allow me to generate the greatest
capital return for the investment of both time and tuition fees. This instead
resulted in me attending the Royal College of Art without having studied
nor practiced any art or design subjects at school since the age of 14. A
single case never produces the rule, but it is concerning to think that before
the age of 15, any schoolchild has his or her future narrowed by virtue of
a ideologue that produces commodity-citizens who’s only societal value is
demarcated by their economic output. It was this predisposition towards
encouraging ‘economic success’ rather than holistic personal development
that has defined recent politico-pedagogical discourse in Britain, and yet
this anachronistic national curriculum and public assessment system, were
we define success ‘as the consequence of sitting at a small table and writing
furiously for two or three hours’, is seriously at odds with what we know
about learning today2 3.

It is as crucial, now, that education can be a forum for learning about and
reinforcing democratic ideals as it was during the radical period at the
beginning of the twentieth century. It is thus pertinent that we begin to
think, as suggested by Fielding, of imagining a future based on ties that can
transcend the atomistic instrumentalism of the free market4. This includes
exposure to, and practice of, the arts, as well as instilling knowledge of
and engagement with political philosophies that allow children to leave
school as effective participants in society, able to engage with and change
29

their world for the better. Such an education should take place on a par
with literacy and numeracy, and should play a role in preparing children
to be flourishing adults independently of their future participation in the
economy5. This would begin the process of the decommodiciation and deconsumerisation of children that has been the prevailing politick of recent
neoliberalist attitudes to pedagogy.

In an educational landscape where emphasis is placed not on attainment
of minimum standards in core academic subjects, but a holistic development of the child as an individual and as a member of a society which
they can shape it is right to demand an architecture that “questions the
formal boundaries between child and [teacher] and that reminds us of the
rights of the child to have access to culture, creativity and means of free
expression”6. Progressive thinking around the deinfantalisation of schoolchildren has suggested that the domestication of educational spaces for the
invocation of comfort, freedom and emotional security of children should
be central to design considerations7. Schools without formal classrooms
have also been shown to provide a substrate for self determined ontology
and learning, where children were permitted to work at their own pace and
at their preferred subjects8. An example of a school designed around the
personalisation agenda10 is Bishops Park College, a co-education community comprehensive in Clacton-on-Sea, Essex designed for pupils from
two of the poorest wards in the country11. Here, the head teacher had
the opportunity to collaborate in the design process with the architects,
30

Figure 10: Bishops Park College.

and explore the history of student centred pedagogy, applying it in new
conditions9. Although the school still employed ‘classroom-like’ spaces
in exploring the history of student centred pedagogy, applying it in new
conditions9. Although the school still employed ‘classroom-like’ spaces in
it’s design, it had a central atrium that allows for a number of different uses,
including performance areas, assembly space, dining and social areas and
three schools within a school; an attempt to produce a more domesticated
condition. The architectural design of the school allowed pupils to follow
an unconventional curriculum that celebrates specialisation through regular master classes12. Although the school did not demonstrate a self-determined pedagogy - it did demonstrate some hope for the re-emergence of
radical thinking, even under the BSF target-orientated regime.
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Figure 11: School in Pedregulho Complex.

Case Studies

Two examples of schemes, where a radical pedagogy has intrinsically
informed the architecture of the schools concerned, more than five decades
apart from each other, are; Hertzbergers’ Extended Schools in Arnhem, an
eastern city of the Netherlands, and Pedregulho in Rio de Janeiro.

Constructed between 1950 and 1952, Pedregulho, by Affonso Eduardo
Reidy, is a complex of social housing, schools, and commercial zones built
to house state sector employees, and educate their children. Although embroiled in the formal articulation of a utopian narrative, as in so many projects of it’s era, Pedregulho does represent a radical combination of housing
and learning space that both “radiates innovation and hope”13, but also
provides a pedagogically radical school environment, providing generous
spaces for impromptu learning, with fewer formal ‘classrooms’ than schools
of it’s time, ‘instead of the paucity of our well-off regions where everything
is measured to the nearest centimetre, this architecture is accommodating,
showing us in spatial terms how education can mean a better future for
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Figure 12: Arnhem School.

society”14.

The Extended Schools by Herman Hertzberger from 2004 to 2007 develop
the principles of generous spaces, and flexible or openable classrooms,
indicative of the non-instructive individualistic pedagogy of these schools.
As extensions to existing schools, Hertzberger demonstrates the possibility
that older schools, with more restrictive architectures can be transformed
to accommodate current thinking about learning. He writes; “for the five
schools in Arnhem, we deliberately chose a configuration whereby the
classrooms are no longer closed-off bastions but can be opened up fully to
the corridor area using glass accordion partitions... these corridor areas are
nothing like the circulation zones so regularly resorted to; they are shared
prefatory spaces fully fitted out as additional work areas”15. Here, Hertz33

berger demonstrates his desire to use the urban analogy of the ‘city’ in the
creation of pedagogical space, reflecting current radical discourse, producing architectures that attempt to generate continuous work spaces, and
ad-hoc learning possibilities16.

School Architecture as a Manifestation of Pedagogy

Under the prevailing educational system of the last century, instructional
pedagogy, architecture has followed an almost pattern-book praxis, re-arranging the traditional components of school buildings; classrooms, lunch
and sports halls, science labs, playing fields, into recombinant varieties
dressed in architecturally contemporary façades. This precept, that the
pupil should learn no more than the officially accepted basic knowledge,
requires only a fixed spatial programme that follows the curriculum as
painstakingly as possible: a row of classrooms with a corridor alongside17.
It was much of this dispassionate architecture that served to reinforce the
notion that the school child should be educated in “stern, no-nonsense
atmospheres”18 that could institutionalise and instill hegemonic values and
standards that confirmed the established order. It is sadly the case, that
despite both technological and pedagogic development, schools designed
and completed in the twenty first century demonstrate continuity in design
rather than radical change19.
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Architecture has an obvious influence on school buildings, as a device that
can catalyse a certain civic pride, and individual self esteem. It is suggested by some parents and teachers, that well designed school environments
raise standards through increasing well being, self esteem, confidence, and
improved attendance - the design of their schools encourages children
to want to come and learn20. It is without doubt that the school environment can produce conditions conducive to learning reading writing and
arithmetic, but the learning environment, with it’s inextricable links to
learning methodologies, has perhaps a more potent ability as the creator
and incubator of interactive situations that provide the conditions of
learning through atypical pedagogies. “Education is about exploring the
world. It is not just obtaining insight that is important but, increasingly,
accumulating interest and love for the riches our world has to offer. This
happens in interactive situations that could be stimulated more by the
physical environment than designers are prepared to concede”21. It is this
train of pedagogical philosophy that has introduced the ‘city’ as a paradigm
for new school design. The spaces where non-instructional learning take
place; dining areas, playgrounds, need as much design thought as many
traditional educational spaces. Hertzberger argues for the city analogy as
the design solution to this new concern, as the city is at once an inclusive
environment, serving the community in all its physical, emotional and
spiritual needs22.

Since the digital revolution of the last few decades, our lives have become
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increasingly intertwined with, and dependent on, computer technology.
This radical shift has had no lesser effect on education. In an era where
young children are more likely to interact with an iPad before they first
hold a pen, school pedagogy must shift and be at the forefront of this
change. Many schools still, however, set aside only small areas in the
corners of classrooms in reluctant lip-service23. The continuation of this
practice may find schools loose their prominence as the principle site of
learning for subsequent generations24 as online courses and multimedia reference material provide more innovative, inspiring, and specific
methods for children to learn. One element of technology has been
readily embraced: the ubiquitous deployment of Closed Circuit Television,
amongst other security and surveillance technologies. These technology
driven responses to surveillance betray a heightened state of anxiety about
the capacity of young people to unleash destruction in their school25.
Although introduced after a series of violent attacks by children on their
classmates and teachers during the 1990’s and 200026, the omnipresence of
CCTV also offers flagrant parallels with the Dickensian notion of schools
as places of incarceration. This extract from a survey featured in ‘The
School I’d like’ demonstrates one pupils experience of the security at their
school; “My school is perhaps a bit too secure looking. It seems like it is a
prison. There are tall red fences everywhere... We feel like caged animals”27.
Which perhaps should lead us to question whether the institutionalisation
of children to the point where they feel criminalised, through the use of
high-tech surveillance equipment, is really the best way to encourage holis36

tic learning; including becoming an engaged member of society, or will this
practice foster only disenfranchisement?

The Salford Study

During the 2011-12 academic year, a team of academics from the University of Salford’s School of the Built Environment, in a collaborative effort
with architecture firm Nightingale Associates, studied 751 pupils using 34
classrooms across seven primary schools in Blackpool28. In the study, each
classroom was assessed on various environmental factors, including orientation for natural light, shape, colour, temperature, and acoustics29.

Unfortunately, the study assessed based only on prevailing, restricted, and
often purely instructive pedagogical methods, however, the study demonstrated that the learning environment, and therefore the design of classrooms has “a significant role to play in influencing academic performance.
Six of the environmental factors - colour, choice, connection, complexity,
flexibility, and light - were clearly correlated with grade scores30. A decisive
element linked to a positive impact on learning is the design of connecting
and circulation spaces, “wide and uncluttered corridors with easy orientation and landmarks, rooms that are quickly accessible from the main
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entrance, and proximity of classrooms to places such as the library, music
room and café accounted for a quarter of the positive impact”31. The research also cited the use of colour, and minimal design complexity, as important factors. Flexible spaces that can be used for various activities and
easily changed during the lesson or school day were also indicated as being
beneficial which reinforces current de-schooling discourse. The design of
classroom furniture, and classroom fittings that fostered a sense of collective ownership amongst pupils was also demonstrated to be of benefit32.

Although this study focused on the classroom as the principle site of learning, which prevented wider study into the effect more domesticated spaces
have on learning during Key Stage one, the results clearly demonstrate the
necessity for coherent and rigorous design of learning spaces, if only due to
the measurable benefit they have on pupils learning and attainment. The
study is particularly pertinent, as school spending over the last decade has
been significant, it highlights both the benefit of the focus on education
under the previous government, but also that post-occupation studies are
crucial in allowing designers, policy makers, teachers, and pupils to understand which architectural and pedagogical ideas to continue to cultivate.

School Design Now

In the post-BSF era, and given the historical precedent set by the series of
epochal shifts in pedagogical discourse, what do we now need from our
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schools - in terms of learning practices, and educational buildings? The
calls for a new radical pedagogy are centred around both the collectivist
‘urban’ narrative of the school as a community and model society, and the
individualist notion of pedagogies designed around each pupil. For the
latter, greater care an attention should be given to the voices of the school
pupils, who should be seen not as commodity nor consumer, but as individuals with a right to the highest quality of education. Many of the ideas
of schoolchildren about their own schooling process and habitat make for
more potent reading than much of the esotericised discourse on the subject; the children and young people who participated in ‘The School I’d like’
competition in 2001 wished for “A beautiful school: A comfortable school:
A safe school: A listening school: A flexible school: A relevant school: A
respectful school: A school without walls: A school for everybody”33. In
the twenty first century, in one of the wealthiest nations in the world, and
that has such a pedigree for radical educational provision, none of these
needs seems excessive.

Schools should also seek to provide relevant pedagogy; learning experiences that will equip children for adulthood, and that can inspire them to
continue learning throughout their lives. Many children currently seem
unconvinced that an overly academic curriculum; one that relies on the
‘traditional’ separation of arts, sciences, vocational subjects, and technological innovation - will fully prepare them for life beyond the classroom34.
We need, therefore, to seek new and innovative rigorous pedagogical meth39

odologies that incorporate the traditional disciplines, liberal arts, fine arts,
mathematics, science, and technology into a coherent practical education
that can demonstrate the ‘real world’ value of their study, rather than defining strict subject areas to be preached from the front of a classroom.

These new pedagogies would find a more successful architectural setting
free from the archaic and irrelevant spatial forms such as the centuries-old
classroom; “it is essential that the cramped patterns of thought still adhered
to by school-builders should be abandoned in favour of more varied, more
changeable and, most of all, more open space with forms that incite greater
concentration but also greater exchange”35. The analogies with the design
and ontology of cities prove most useful in this discussion, as cities, by
their very nature, cater for all the heterogeneous possibilities of a collective
mass, and the individuals within them. Hertzberger calls for the city as a
paradigm for studying the range of ‘experiences’ found in the city, suggesting that school environments can be best designed when imbued with
the widest range of experiences possible36. Increasingly, the internet and
networked publics have a greater bearing on our experience and understanding of our world. Networked technologies have already produced
many learning platforms that compete with traditional centralised instructive pedagogy, and if schools are to retain their relevance the spaces that
make up their constituent parts must become more relevant, particularly,
as suggested by Hertzberger “as social spaces”37 that can compete with the
screen.
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As our understanding of individual learning develops, schools must also
instill the importance of personal development and individual learning.
This process of ‘deschooling’ shifts the emphasis from ‘obligatory schooling’
toward personal initiative and individual pleasure in learning38 a pedagogy
that may be best manifest architecturally as increasingly domestic learning
spaces.
Finally, schools should no longer been seen as individual monuments to
sociopolitical ideas, nor architectural vogue; they should be considered
as central pillars of their respective communities, and combined with
intellectual, artistic or cultural institutions which they can share dialogue
and ideas. This amalgamation of pedagogic and community or cultural
complexes, as pioneered in former epochs, in both examples from Rio
de Janeiro and London, is an idea that holds advantages for facilities that
individually are too weak to keep their heads above water39. This positions
the learning environment “not as an autonomous, exclusive institutes like
the monumental school buildings of former times, but integrates them into
the bigger picture of social facilities”40 that could provide a greater sense
of community and citizenship, civic pride, and the opportunities to learn
within the community that the pupil will become a crucial part of.
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The Austerity Aesthetic
Michael Gove’s War on Architecture
Austerity Schools

Michael Gove assumed office as Secretary of State for Education in May
2010, after an inconclusive general election led to the ‘rose-garden’ coalition pact between the Conservative Party and Liberal Democrats. As
Secretary of State, Gove has introduced a series of controversial, socially
and pedagogically regressive, reforms to the education system in England.
In the aftermath of the General Election, the coalition government sort to
validate it’s weak mandate by disseminating political spin and conjuring accessible soundbites about a number of key areas of policy; that sort to portray the outgoing Labour Party as solely responsible for the national ills of
the time. A notable example involved referring to the national budgetary
deficit as “Labour’s deficit”, where the coalition sort to paint the opposition
as solely responsible for the global failure of late capitalism and subsequent global economic recession. This mantra allowed the government to
introduce national economic austerity as part of a right-wing ideologue,
under the guise of ‘repairing the damage caused by the former Labour
government’. A central tenet of this concept involved the cancellation of
the Building Schools for the Future programme, which won architectural
awards, but attracted criticism over its cost1. The political narrative of the
programme for ‘austerity schools’ is often more about partisan point-scor44

ing than fiscal prudence; where the capital outlay for the state is contrasted,
as the only yardstick for success, with the Labour BSF programme. “More
for less is the theme of what we are trying to do with education capital,”
Peter Lauener, Chief Executive of the Education Funding Agency, said. We
are looking to come out with an average school building cost of under £14
million compared to £21 million under the BSF programme”2. There austerity schools are also celebrated for being “smaller than those built under
Labour - 15% smaller for secondaries and 5% smaller for primaries”3, the
reliably partisan narrative for the defense of these physical cuts to the size
of new school buildings suggests that the “coalition government ‘shops
at Tesco’ while Labour was ‘shopping at Selfridges’”4. Such media-savvy
soundbiting masks the unprecedented and radically regressive legislating of
the design of new school buildings, which includes banning curved walls,
certain types of high quality insulation, EFTE roofs, single sizes for window
and door apertures, and an emphasis on basically or unfinished interior
surfaces, including unpainted balustrades and unfinished concrete5.

The legislation of cost per square metre in schools set by Gove at £1,1136
drives the price per unit of space of these buildings below a low cost
allowance for most domestic structures. The inherent problem with this
is that, although progressive pedagogy would suggest further environmental domestication has benefits to learning outcomes; schools are, in
practice, not spaces that suit domestic quality building materials due to the
high ware from the type and frequency of their use. Other problems with
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the particular legislation for school structures per space unit involve the
maintenance of minimum classroom sizes at 54 square metres (580 square
feet)7, with a desire for a 15% overall reduction in size there will be devastating effects on the size of social, communal, and circulatory spaces. Rob
Hull, Chair of Governors at Holloway School in London in an interview
in the Guardian has suggested that Gove’s particular plans to cut the size
of school canteens “is a false economy. As ‘The School Fringe’ research
showed, the reason that take-up for secondary school meals is so low (39%)
is not that pupils reject Jamie Oliver’s healthy recipes, but because they hate
the long and raucous queues to get into canteens and the cramped conditions once they make it inside”7. The link between capacious communal facilities leads not only then, to increased sense of belonging and community,
but also to the health of pupils, who, if not taking up school meals are likely
to be eating high fat, industrially produced, fast food. Even with Gove’s
preference to measure success only in quantifiable economics, the impact
of this will surely cost the state more through the increased healthcare costs
associated with obesity.

The ideas for this standardisation in design legislation came from the James
review, commissioned by Gove early in his term in office8. Sebastian James,
the Group Operations Director at retail group Dixons led the review,
involving a team that included amongst others, Kevin Grace - Director of
Property Services at Tesco, and Ben Gordon, Chief Executive of Mothercare9. The obvious conclusion to this review was that schools should
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Figure 13: Tesco distribution warehouse.

be built like the shopping sheds found in business parks. The result is a
sinisterly distopian of view of schoolchildren as a commodifiable unit no
better than a flatscreen television, or a palate of ready-meals. To be stored
in corrugated metal warehouses, until the time comes that they are ready
to take their places in the low wage economy, spending the rest of their
working lives with jobs in the same architecturally bereft metal sheds of
multinational corporations like Dixons and Tesco.

It is this philistinism on the part of an Education Secretary who has legislated for the production of deliberately low-quality schools in the search for
an ideologically motivated aestheticisation of austerity, that will produce
another generation of disenfranchised schoolchildren being sent to school
buildings that are so poor they will have to be torn down a few years after
completion.
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Standardised Templates

The Education Secretary has identified the usual nostrum of building
standardisation as the method with which costs for new school buildings
should be driven down. The ultimate aim of his policy being to standardise
all school buildings and produce designs that can be replicated on multiple
sites in a cost-effective way10. Gove was particularly critical of the duplicated design costs involved in the building of schools according to each
local authorities specification11. Designs were then drawn up that would
‘ensure that new schools can be built to effective specifications, be simple to
maintain and energy efficient. And they can be built far faster than many
have previously and for far less money’12. The reality of these standardised
templates is the grim ubiquity they infect upon schoolchildren and the
built environment in which they are placed, and indite a culture obsessed
with categorising all things in terms of time taken, and more crucially,
capital value.

The central argument; that standardisation automatically reduces the cost
of procuring a new building, is a strategy that could only save money in
terms of reducing the amount paid in the designers’ already minimal fee.
The reality of constructing buildings from standardised templates is that
they first require massive groundworks in order to level sites so that the
contextually a-specific structures can be ‘deployed’, and as they haven’t been
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designed for the specific environmental context they can require greater
energy and running costs to maintain. The argument that greater savings
can be made through economies of scale on the cost of building components was possibly true in the twentieth century, but the technological development in manufacturing of both simple and complex components has
made this almost irrelevant today. Standardisation of school design is innately preventative of pedagogical individualism between local authorities
and particular schools, but under this new austerity schools programme
any school or local authority wishing to attempt to build any schools with
more than the bare minimum of facilities will have to find the extra funds
themselves14. Standardisation will also create practical problems in the
near future, as schooling and pedagogy change and evolve over time, these
instructionally biased and classroom centric schools with minimal circulation and social space will prove to be impossibly inflexible.

A useful comparison between schools built in the same year, one designed
by architect Sarah Wigglesworth, the other procured under Gove’s austerity school regime by developer Willmott Dixon, was made in an article by
Rowan Moore in the Guardian. Moore’s critical comparison demonstrates
both the poor results achieved by Gove’s standardisation, and also it’s ineffectiveness as a policy to lower the per pupil unit cost of school buildings.
Moore is highly critical of the ‘Sunesis’ standardisation model building’s
lack of contextuality, finding that “the outside spaces are unformed and
ragged as tends to happen when a pre-designed shape is dropped into
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Figure 14: Sunesis ‘add-to-cart’ school selection website.

a location for which it was not designed”15 and surmises that; “Oakfield
leaves you feeling that there should be something more to the places where
children spend their formative years”16. By contrast, Takeley school by
Wigglesworth’s practice, involved teaching staff in the formative design
work, and careful consideration was given to the relationship between
indoor and outdoor spaces to facilitate alternative pedagogical methods.
Where the Sunesis school is laid out with classroom/corridor spacial divisions, Wigglesworth has produced circulation spaces that are designed as
additions to classrooms, as a more intricate set of enlarged corridors rather
than a single space17. Moore also comments that; “there is thought in the
detail, variety of materials and engagement with the surroundings”18 in
Takeley School, elements lacking in the low quality industrial shed finishes
of Oakfield. Oakfield Primary School produced under the Sunesis stan50

Figure 15: Design drawings for Takeley School.

dardisation model, was constructed at a cost of about £2.7 million, including clearing an existing building and leveling the site as required by the
Keynes model, whereas Takeley School cost £5.35 million but is 80% larger
and required soundproofing against aeroplane noise14. Therefore, under
the same spend per square metre, if Oakfield had the same floor size as it’s
architect designed equivalent it would be about £4.9 million without sound
proofing. The result is hardly a drastic deficit resolving difference. Moore
continues; “these may seem like small things, but they make a profound
difference. It’s planning and some of its design is not bad, Sunesis treats
its users like passive consumers, like internet shoppers or Ikea victims,
whereas Takeley gives value to discovery, invention and finding things
out for yourself ”19. The benefits, then, of the involvement of architects
in the design, as professionals who can coherently solve the spatial issues
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of school design by; dedicated research, the involvement of teaching staff
in design production, sensitive use of materials, design within contextual
specificity, and most importantly in alignment with current or progressive
pedagogical methods, is too important to be detached from the process of
school building.

Anti-Architecture

Through his legislation of the design of school buildings, Michael Gove
has levied war on the architectural profession, singling architects out as
the cause of the frivolous and profligate overspends on schools during the
Building Schools for the Future programme. The governments’ standardised templates were produced with the expressed purpose of reducing
the costs of employing architects20 to put an end to a situation which he
believes existed only to “make architects richer”21. Gove’s distain for architects shows comprehensive incomprehension of the realities of the profession, which is not particularly well remunerated given the costs and time
involved in training, and due to it’s inextricable links with the economy is
incredibly vulnerable to economic downturns. In the period from March
2008 to November 2009, at the beginning of the global recession, Architects claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance increased from 155 to 1,59522 . Gove,
as well as holding on to antiquated notions of pedagogy, it appears he still
subscribes to the pre-war notion of architecture as a hobby-profession for
the wealthy.
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In his proponence of standardisation, Gove makes an inextricable link
between orthogonality and anti-architecture, which will confuse any
subscribers to International Modernism, whereby curved walls and proper
finishes are indicative of villainous architectural witchcraft23. Having
linked the overspends from the BSF programme with the esurient architectural profession, rather than looking at the root causes within the procurement process24 Gove demonstrates the self-assured philistinism akin to
the schoolchild who takes pride in his or her own innumeracy, when he
announced at a free schools conference that; “we won’t be getting Richard
Rogers to design your school, we won’t be getting any ‘award-winning’
architects to design it”25.

Many commentators have identified the ideologically-motivated devastation that a generation of schools designed by parsimonious developers will
produce, and reprised the value of architects in school design given the
improvement in teaching and learning that is catalysed by qualities of good
school environments. The benefit of architectural design is not only in robust and elegant school buildings, they can be good-value rewarding assets
for decades to come.26 It is the richness that architects brings to buildings
is something no corner-cutting Gradgrind will ever understand; the cost of
everything and the value of nothing27.
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PFI to the Present
The Commodification of the schoolchild and the death of the radical
profession.
The Death of the Radical Profession.

The architectural profession, much maligned by the Education Secretary,
has been slow to react to the criticisms it has faced over the Building
Schools for the Future programme. Many practitioners have expressed
similarly impotent stance over Gove’s plans for the standardisation of
school design. Interview for an article in the Guardian newspaper, Peter
Clegg (of Feilden Clegg Bradley) described; “the standardisation of buildings is really difficult when you are extending or undertaking part-conversion. I am not at all sure these designs are going to be universally applicable. You have to go and be the traditional school architecture: carry out an
analysis of the existing buildings, what works and what doesn’t, and decide
where to spend a limited amount of money”1. Architect Dominic Cullinan,
taking part in an online debate entitled: ‘School Design: How Important
are Buildings to Learning?’, continues:

“Peter Murray was yesterday urging people to go to Hertfordshire. Here
standardisation took off in a big way in the 60’s and 70’s. But to make BSF
work it was apparently necessary to dismiss our more recent past to justify
a (singular) view of the future. Actually we’re not going to get standardisa56

tion to look either Brazilian or like Hertfordshire school for lots of reasons.
It’s a shame that school building is always so urgent and strangely never
urgent enough. With the Olympian view it’s impossible to see the children
for the gang-nail trusses. It should never be a ‘once in a lifetime’ opportunity but an ongoing modification of the present”2.

Although these are two reasoned and erudite critiques from architects
involved in school design today, they fail to strike the kind of radical
and critical note that should be resonating from the most political of the
arts3 about a ‘once in a lifetime’ regression that will impact generations of
schoolchildren, teachers, and designers. Architects too, should be making
the case that; in a time of economic recession, public finances should be
used to keep the construction industry from loosing many talented architects, designers, builders, engineers, and other construction professionals
- not to divert funding from those who could offer well designed, properly
built schools, into the hands of multinational developers. Architects certainly should be engaging seriously with discourse advocating the development of bespoke solutions, not pandering to the panacea of standardised
industrial sheds.

Gove’s austerity school dogma should also not stimulate design professionals into arguing for the preeminence of any single design discipline as the
prudent cure-all, as argued by interior designer Rosan Bosch. During the
guardian debate on the future of school design, Bosch repeatedly asserted
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the benefits of interior design rather than ‘architecture’ for their design
of new schools; signaling her belief that “a new, fancy building doesn’t
make a good school” and that “it [is] a good idea to prioritise the interior
rather than the exterior of the school. Instead of spending a lot of money
on a brand new prestige building, a school can for example be made in an
existing warehouse or factory building at a lower cost, leaving the greater
part of the budget for a stimulating interior”4. Bosch’s stunning lack of understanding of the intrinsic relationship between the exterior and interior
of any building in the production of a building that can be experienced as
a whole, rather than a disparate collection of stylistic experiments - and
advocation of the industrial production of exterior skeleta - is almost as
heinous as her lamentable use of the Govesque sound bite “A new fancy
building doesn’t make a good school” with little comprehension for the
benefit to learning, attendance, civic pride, and improvement of the local
urban environment that spending some time actually designing the exterior can create.

The architectural profession has also failed to properly advocate for it’s
own role in the design of school buildings, and has been unsuccessful in
quashing the notion that architecture is a frivolous luxury that the state
sector need not invest in. Hertzberger suggests that in recent years “architecture has unfailingly approached the designing of schools from a less
than critical position... architects have meekly followed their briefs”5. The
pacification of the formerly radical profession has come about through a
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socio-political ideologue that sees little value in architectural design, due to
the intangible and qualitative nature of it’s oeuvre. Also, through economic
necessity, in late capitalism, architecture is a profession under threat; architects have had to take on any work available simply to keep their practices
running. But regardless of the economic system of the time, that when
we built we make things that can last many decades, or even centuries. As
such, we should never condemn generations of people to learn in sub-standard structures that have the ability to colour their entire lives.

Schools and The Market

Since the 1980’s state sector schools have been in direct competition with
each other to attract pupils, governmental policy encouraging schools to
‘opt-out’ of local education control by offering those that did the promise
of greater financial resources7. The devolution of budgets to a single school
level has made it possible for schools, on the one hand, to function as quasi-businesses whilst, on the other hand, to continue as services to society
at large”6. This pseudo-privatisation of education has created a commodity
of school places, and therefore schoolchildren. The introduction of capital
mechanisms to schools has resulted in a regression from the ideal of shared
buildings and learning facilities imagined under recent pedagogical theory,
where schools who once worked together are now involved in the types
of competition that would make cooperation unlikely8. This financialisation of education seeks to promote only the production of economically
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‘successful’ individuals, rather than allowing for the holistic development of
children as citizens and members of society, capable of understanding and
adding to collective culture.

Schools are seen as successful when they can produce an aggregate of
pupils attaining a nationally set minimum standard in a narrow range of
subjects that notionally equate to higher future economic output. Resources, both human and capital, are then diverted toward those schools
who demonstrate this statistical ‘success’ which then concentrates the
competitive desires of successful schools to further reduce efforts in those
subjects deemed not to add value to the schools rank or brand identity,
while ‘unsuccessful’ schools who’s pedagogical leanings are less aggressively
competitive, are rendered irrelevant in a scramble for pupils and cash. This
can have dire consequences on both individual pupils and the collective
whole; coercing pupils through pedagogies they may not be interested in
subsequently producing feelings of worthlessness when they fail to produce
a successful exam result, and neglecting those practices necessary for the
development of civic virtues9. Healy argues that “to assume that education
has only instrumental value - and is a product that can be bought and sold
- is to ignore the value it has as a social good and the value it may have in
the life of the person being educated”10. It is for these reasons that education would be best discussed and practiced free of free market parlance;
schools should be facilities for and pillars of the type of society that as
individuals and a collective we want to belong. As pseudo-businesses, they
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portray only a grasping, target orientated culture, obsessed with wealth,
and ignorant of the qualitative values that lie in other pursuits.
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Conclusion
The social apartheid.

Through the recent past Britain has demonstrated various levels of impetus
toward radical pedagogy; from the Victorian poor-houses teaching biblical
passages, to the post war rebuilding of a socially democratic nation that
sought to strip away the class hegemonies of the past, the inculcation of the
comprehensive ideal, and the massive investment in school architecture
and teacher training under the New Labour government. Recent pedagogical research and development has substantiated the inextricable link
between environmental factors found in school buildings and their benefit
to learning outcomes, and therefore the urgency of architecture in the design of learning spaces. New spatial ideas, including the increasing desire
for the provision non-instructional pedagogy, and knowledge of the ways
in which children can learn best through this have changed the form of the
school plan. The social and intellectual benefit of hybrid programmes that
bring together learning spaces for all ages, other cultural institutions, and
community facilities is commonly shared. At the end of the last millennium we were at a juncture where as a nation, we had the political impetus,
intellectual wherewithal, world-class cultural institutions and architectural
practices to usher in a new age of radical pedagogy, where anyone, regardless of socio-economic background, could enjoy the most progressive,
enlightening, and engaging education, with an environment that supported
and enhanced this pedagogy.
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Instead, Michael Gove and the coalition government have; through the
introduction of free market capitalism and choice of schools (r1), and
governmental diktat through increased centralisation, initiated a wantonly
regressive social engineering experiment driven by a eugenic ideologue
that seeks only to reinstate an archaic socioeconomic class system. Gove’s
Dickensian aspirations for twenty first century education are a mechanism
through which he can create a societal utopia for the few, and purgatory
for the many. His imaginings will be a draconian neo-liberal society where
developers and investors profiteer from the misery of a generation of
children who’s imaginations are stifled and aspirations quashed as they are
processed into minimum wage service sector workers for exploitation by
conglomerate corporations. Meanwhile, those from affluent backgrounds
will have access to the best education, the best universities, and the best
possible chance of continuing the economic success of their parents. It is
only these affluent pupils who will have the opportunities to undertake the
study of subjects that are not associated with desirable economic output,
such as art and design, which as a result, will suffer greatly. The resulting
social and cultural apartheid is a dichotomous reality when compared to
the electoral pledges made in the Conservative Party manifesto of 2010;
that “education’s real power lies in its ability to transform life chances,
but we can’t go on giving the poorest children the worst education” (r2).
Quite the opposite has been legislated for through Gove’s school reforms,
condemning the poorest children to lives of drudgery and unfulfillment, to
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spend their days in uninspiring industrial sheds at school, home, and work.
It is these reforms that will make the economic and intellectual inequality
in Britain endemically entrenched in our cultural fabric; a nation where the
rich few are guaranteed success, and the poor are still born to fail.
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